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+919747910551 - https://youtu.be/Th7sl1JN4S4

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Centre (family from Kadakkavoor. Currently, there are 17
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Centre (family:
the centre hotel is mainly known for its Mutton sites. I had peri peri alfaham, chicken wing, mandi cost everything
was superb also the rate was very normal. I am fan of there peri peri huhn the masala is to be seen. but it is that
soon before they go there, they call them and order. the parking is in front of the hotel. it is actually in the middle

of the alamcodu crossing. the old hotel is right next to the hotel.... read more. What User doesn't like about
Centre (family:

Had chicken biriyani from here. It was not upto my expectations. The rice was too much cooked and oily. It
doesn't have that Malabar authentic biriyani taste. This is an average stuff. read more. In Centre (family from
Kadakkavoor, you can enjoy versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine that's traditionally prepared in a wok, In the

morning they serve a extensive breakfast here. In this restaurant there is also an extensive diversity of coffee
and tea specialties not to forget, One also prepares menus finely and freshly with typical Indian spices.
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Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Beef-Gericht�
BEEF CURRY

Ho� drink�
TEA

Bread�
APPAM

No� Vegetaria� (Goa�)
MUTTON CURRY

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

India�
MASALA

CHICKEN CURRY

CHAPATI

BIRYANI

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:30-00:00
Tuesday 07:30-00:00
Wednesday 07:30-00:00
Thursday 07:30-00:00
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Saturday 07:30-00:00
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